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Introductory  

White Paper/Use case 

 

 

1. WHAT IS DAREXTRAVEL? 

 

DarexTravel Cryptocurrency Token 

is used to provide a decentralised payments solution which solves travel needs around 

the globe. We plan to create multiple chains of ecosystem to bring DarexTravel tokens 

"Dart" for mass adoption. Our decentralised tokens are used for decentralised  

e-commerce, fast payments, merchant adoption, travel reward integration. 

DarexTravel will solve high fee transaction payments from using credit cards during 

international travel, as well as international payment transfers, we can solve this by 

creating a bridge between the real world and digital currency.  

  

We plan to adopt international businesses within the travel spectrum to participate in 

this revolutionary project. Our online booking platform is the beginning of the stages to 

help implement decentralised currency into real world use.  

 

Website - http://www.darextravel.com/ 

Travel & Holiday intermediary platform 
 

“DART” Decentralised token 

 

• Users can be rewarded by purchasing flights through our online booking 

platform. 

 

• Each client who purchases holiday tickets/packages will be rewarded with 

“DART” tokens as part of the loyalty program and mass adoption marketing 

strategy. 

 

• Each client can use “DART” tokens to buy products through our very own E-

commerce online decentralised shopping platform (Will be integrated stay soon). 

You can purchase all related items for traveling goods e.g. Luggage, neck rest, 

passport wallets etc. 

 

 

• Trade our Decentralised currency through current exchange 

https://cryptohub.online/market/DAREXTRAVEL/ for BTC pairing. More 

http://www.darextravel.com/
https://cryptohub.online/market/DAREXTRAVEL/
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exchanges will be acquired as the project progress. They can use this platform to 

exchange pairing to fiat. 

 

• Use “DART” tokens to book reservations (value equivalent total to price of 

product) within our intermediary online travel platform. 

 

 

• Payments for Domestic and International accommodations with “DART” token 

through our DarexTravel Platform. 

 

• Exchange/Pay with “Darts” token for services with members around the world  

Examples are –  

a. Room or BNB accommodation 

b. Travel/tourist guide (local or business) 

c. Car hire or ride services (not using uber or taxi fare) 

 

• Adoption of our very own “DAREXTRAVEL” Debit Card for world use 

payments. (order these online in our ecommerce platform) 

 

• Our very own DAREXTRAVEL online secured wallet 

https://darextravel.github.io/wallet/ 

 

Where you can store, transfer and trade your ‘Darts” Token for WAVES/BTC 

pairing without signing into a registered exchange using “DEX” exchange 

platform. 

 

 

 

2. ONLINE BOOKING REWARDS  

2.1 customers can accumulate rewards by using our own online travel intermediary 
flights/holiday platform. Reward quantity is determined on how much the cost 

of monies spent for a product. Customers can create their own ID account which 

“DART” tokens will be transferred to for customers own discretion of use. 

Promotional rewards will also be advertised to create adoption for the project. 

 

 

3. DAREXTRAVEL E-COMMERCE DECENTRALISED PLATFROM “D.E.D.P” 

 

3.1 DarexToken will provide a full decentralised e-commerce platform. 

  “DART” tokens can be used to purchase goods and services.  

Backed by waves e-commerce Technology. 

 

3.2 Private vendors can also integrate their e-commerce product and services shop 

by requesting through our registry approval system. (Security & background 

check for legitimacy of business operations) 

 

3.3 Strong potential to acquire businesses who sells travel related product and 

services within the DarexTravel ecommerce decentralised platform. 

https://darextravel.github.io/wallet/
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4 DECENTRALISED EXCHANGES 

 

4.1 Currently we have acquired listing in Cryptohub exchange, this creates a small 

following of adopters/investors. With the project being developed by a new aspiring and 

motivated team, traction of new investors will lead the project to enter new exchanges to 

benefit the project long term. 

 

4.2 Each exchange has different prices of entry, but with volume we have allocated funds to 

enter those exchanges and accommodate more volume to the project. 

 

4.3 Technical Development team will create Protocols which enables a gateway between 

Waves and ERC20 tokens to be able to list the project on multiple exchanges. 

 

 

 

5 DAREXTRAVEL LITE WALLET 

 

5.1 Users can create a log in username and password using DarexTravel lite client wallet. 

It includes multiple wallet addresses to help consolidate your cryptocurrency into 

one safe, fast and secure blockchain. (Backed by waves platform) 

 

5.2 “Dex” – Decentralised exchange is also integrated as part of the technology behind 

DarexTravel Tokens. “Dex” Enables token trades that don’t require tokens 

to be transferred from your blockchain account to a separate exchange. Its safe and 

secure platform. 

5.3 USD wallet is also available within this wallet. More currency pairing can be added to 

our DarexTravel lite wallet. 
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6 PEER TO PEER EXCHANGE  

 

6.1 Clients/investors can trade “DART” tokens within each other without the consent of any 

third party. This will enable to the token to have significant value other than market 

price. 

 

6.2 You can use it to tip, pay or donate tokens to any party around the world within 

minutes. Its safe, secure and completely decentralised. 

 

6.3 Send funds to national or international recipients within minutes, with minimum fees. 

Day to day transactions that can be sent around the world within minutes with very 

minimal fees.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Waves platform is the most under rated cryptocurrency platform operational to date. 

DarexTravel has chosen to build over the platform for its security, speed, transfers (in minutes) 

and reliability. 

With Waves technology constantly developed, our project team believes that the platform has 

many additional technologies to come. 
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7 DAREXTRAVEL DEBIT PAY 

 

7.1 DAREXTRAVEL will introduce its very own travel “DART” debit card which can be 

bought with “Dart” credits on our online e-commerce platform. This enables clients to 

purchase goods and services in our decentralised store, store funds like a paper wallet 

and pay in real world.  Our travel debit card will eliminate the inconvenience of 

exchanging currencies prior to your trip with little to no fees. 

• Debit Card will be introduced during road map completion. And can be 

ordered from our very own e-commerce decentralised store. 

 

7.2 Client/investors will acquire a debit card strictly for DAREXTRAVEL coins only. This 

technology will bring adoption to the project and worldwide business integration. 

7.3 Client/investor can purchase debit card through our online e-commerce platform. 

Clients can purchase debit cards with different designs to suit everyone’s taste. 

7.4 DarexTravel debit card will be paired Fiat Currency within our platform and within 

your own wallet. 

7.5 Clients can transfer funds to debit card and lock in Fiat currency exchange rate using 

out currency converter applications. This will enable users to travel the world without 

the hassle of exchanging currencies when traveling and also eliminates high fee 

transactions. 

7.6 Debit card can also be used as a offline “paper wallet” to store cryptocurrency using QR 

code system that contains your wallet address. 

 

(Full instructional material will be available once Debit Card road map is completed 

and released to the public) 
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Debit Card Use Case – Example A 

 
 

 

8 MASS ADOPTION MARKETING 

 

DarexTravel online travel intermediary platform and DarexTravel “Dart” ywill help 

tokens will solve every day travelling inconveniences forever. With key tools to enable 

easy adoption, the project is very promising. 

With the new generation acquiring and adopting cryptocurrency as a whole, 

DarexTravel is positioned to a specific niche and have the potential to be adopted by 

everyday people. 

We are exploring different avenues that we can partner up with to help our world use 

case become more achievable. Travel is one of the world’s leading businesses to date. 

Providing a simple solution to help the new and old generations using the blockchain 

technology. 

 

 

 

8.1 MARKETING PLAN 

 

• Strategic competitions relating to travel. 

• Paid influencers, personalities and community models. 

• Promotional videos, social media advertising 

• Travel campaigns and sponsorships. 

• Business partnerships within travel and relevant industries for adoption and 

promotional purposes. 
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9 WHAT IS WAVES PLATFORM? 

 

DarexTravel cryptocurrency is built on the safest and most secured cryptocurrency to 

date. With no hacking reported within its system. 

 

Waves is an open-source blockchain platform, developed, marketed and operated by 

Waves Platform AG, which allows users to launch their own custom cryptocurrency 

tokens. Whilst other popular cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum can be 

traded on external exchanges, and Ethereum allows users to create new tokens on the 

platform using a smart contract, Waves includes this functionality in its core software 

and wallet. Users can create, transfer and exchange blockchain tokens on a peer-to-peer 

basis, paying transaction fees in the native WAVES token. 

 (reference - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waves_platform) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10 NEW TEAM & COMMUNITY DRIVEN PROJECT 

 

DarexTravel Cryptocurrency was launch from ICO march 16, 2018. Working with the 

original developer, the new community development members have combined their 

individual skillsets to help make this unfinished project a reality. Working with a 

motivated new team, DarexTravel will finally fly in the sky and allow travellers around 

the world to be exposed to cryptocurrency’s advancing technology.  

The project was dormant and has been re founded by our marketing specialist and 

original project developer (Full team members will be revealed please refer to road 

map). 

Subsequently is has ignited the potential world use of the project and has created an 

enthusiastic and incredible team around them to complete what has been started.  

  

 10.1 OUR LONGTERM GOAL 

 

Our goal is to acquire businesses/organisations around the world to adopt our world use 

technology within their respective business and niche sector in the travel industry. 

This will enable the project to be fully expand and influence decentralised world use 

around the globe. We are very confident and eager to implement all plans within the 

project and market them around the world. 

Travel is one of the most booming industries within the 21st century and we want to 

solve incurring problems within it. 

One problem that we are solving is third party governing entity that provides high 

taxing rates for international travellers when they use credit cards or sending money. 

Solving this basic problem can provide financial freedom for the new generations to 

come. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-source_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blockchain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptocurrency
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bitcoin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethereum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_contract
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waves_platform
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11     OUR ROAD MAP (1of 2) 

 

 

Our team goal is to complete part 1 of 2 of the road maps before publishing our second 

Roadmap for DarexTravel 

Next Roadmap Release will be in December 2018 

 

 

 

 

 
 

11 STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP 

 

DarexTravel will strategically acquire project partnerships within the cryptocurrency world 

to enable further progression to achieve real world use case. 

By working with key projects, DarexTravel can obtain mass following and financial backing 

to participate in real-world programs for mass adoption. 

 

1.1 GLOBAL BUSINESS PARTNERSHIP 

 

DarexTravel project aims to participate in the global travel industry by providing a 

bridge between cryptocurrency and the global travel platform, this will solve difficulties 

of high transaction when exchanging currencies between one country to another. 

Once the project has achieved a completed products and technology, we then can 

approach small and large global companies to participate in this revolutionary 

movement. 
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13 ASSET DETAILS 

 

DarexTokens is a NON – Re issuable token (meaning no more can be created) 

Max supply of 100 billion and circulating supply of 50 Billion (last updated 7/08/2018) 

50% of total coins have been bought. 

Massive potential and growth for global adoption. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

DART TOKENS 
CIRCULATION

MARKETING
BUDGET

DEVELOPMENT 
TEAM

EXCHANGE 
LISTING 
BUDGET

DART TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
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THANK YOU FOR INVESTING 

AND BEING A PART OF AN AMAZING 

DECENTRALIZED JOURNEY… 
 

 

 


